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Boise State University
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE ARTS
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NIGHT WATCH
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CAST
(in order of appearance)
ELAINE WHEELER .................................. Kirstin Allen
JOHN WHEELER .................................... Jay Pickett
HELGA ............................................... Violet Lynch
VANELLI ............................................. Dyke Taylor
CURTIS APPLEBY ................................... Rod Wolfe
BLANCHE COOKE .................................. Heather Nisbett
LT. WALKER ....................................... Chris Owens
DR. TRACEY LAKE .................................. Paula Walton
SAM HOKE .......................................... Steve Billings

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
The action takes place in a townhouse in New York. The time is the present.

ACT ONE
Scene 1: 5 a.m., a winter morning
Scene 2: Evening, the same day

INTERMISSION

ACT TWO
Scene 1: A half hour later
Scene 2: Evening, three days later
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Dance Concert I
December 7-8
Special Events Center
The Dance Force presents an evening of exciting and innovative dance.

Children's Theatre
December 15
Stage II, Morrison Center
"Gift of the Magi" will be presented to upper elementary and junior high school students. Saturday, December 15, at 11 a.m., a performance will be offered to the general public.
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